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Abstract

Introduction: Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a promising technique that stimulates the cortex with a direct, low-intensity electric current and can potentiate motor learning. Objective: Describe the results of an intervention protocol involving anodal stimulation over the primary motor cortex combined with treadmill training in a child with cerebral palsy.

Method: The intervention was comprised of ten sessions of anodal tDCS (1mA) over the primary motor cortex during the treadmill training. Stabilometric analysis was evaluated one week before and one week after the intervention.

Results: A reduction in oscillations of the COP was found under both conditions (eyes opened and eyes closed.

Conclusion: Our findings suggest that anodal tDCS over primary motor cortex can potentiate the results of treadmill training.
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Resumo

Introdução: Estimulação transcraniana por corrente contínua (ETCC) é uma técnica promissora que estimula o córtex com uma corrente elétrica direta, de baixa intensidade e pode potenciar a aprendizagem motora. Objetivo: Descrever os resultados de um protocolo de intervenção envolvendo estimulação anódica sobre o córtex motor primário combinado com treino em esteira em uma criança com paralisia cerebral.

Método: A intervenção foi composta por dez sessões de anodal ETCC (1 mA) sobre o córtex motor primário durante o treino em esteira. Análise estabilométrica foi avaliada uma semana antes e uma semana após a intervenção.

Resultados: Uma redução na oscilação do COP foi encontrada em ambas as condições (olhos abertos e olhos fechados. Conclusão: Nossos resultados sugerem que a ETCC anódica acima do córtex motor primário pode potencializar os resultados do treinamento em esteira.

Palavras chaves: Crianças, equilíbrio, estimulação transcraniana por corrente contínua.
INTRODUCTION

Cerebral palsy (CP) refers to permanent, but modifiable motor development disorders stemming from a primary brain injury that causes secondary musculoskeletal abnormalities.\(^1\) Hydrocephalus can be a cause of CP and is characterized by a disturbance in the circulation of cerebrospinal fluid, causing the intraventricular accumulation of fluid that result in progressive ventricular dilatation.\(^2\) Endoscopic third ventriculostomy provides direct communication between the third ventricle and subarachnoid spaces and is considered the treatment of choice for hydrocephalus when the child has a favorable neuroanatomy.\(^3\) \(^-\)\(^5\)

Motor impairment secondary to a brain injury generally results in abnormal biomechanics of the body.\(^6\) Balance regards postural control related to stability and body orientation, including control among body segments.\(^7\) Stability depends on the integration of the visual, vestibular, somatosensory, and motor systems.\(^8\) Many patients with neurological dysfunction have difficulty maintaining an equilibrium among these systems, which leads to poor postural stability.\(^9\) Motor impairment in children with CP is related to poor postural control, which exerts an extensive negative impact on activities of daily living.\(^7,\) \(^10\)

Intensive physiotherapy is considered the gold standard for the treatment of children with delayed motor development and inadequate balance. Treadmill training is among the therapies currently studied for this population and evidence shows that such training is extremely promising for children less than six years of age,\(^11\) resulting in improvements in gait pattern, gross motor function and balance.\(^12\), \(^13\)

The development of new therapeutic techniques in physical rehabilitation programs is important to enhancing functional outcomes.\(^14\) Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a promising, easily administered, well-tolerated technique involving inexpensive equipment and minimal adverse effects. This method stimulates the cortex with a direct, low-intensity (1 to 2 mA) electric current and two electrodes.\(^15\) Anodal and cathodal stimulation respectively enhance and inhibit cortex excitability. The neurophysiological effects of tDCS can potentiate motor learning.\(^16\) Recent studies have shown that anodal tDCS over the primary motor cortex during gait training has positive effects on postural control, gait and balance in children with cerebral palsy.\(^14,\) \(^17\) However, these studies involved children with brain injuries resulting from deficiencies in cerebral blood flow and no found studies are found on this combination in children with motor impairment resulting from a brain injury caused by a congenital disorder, such as congenital hydrocephalus. Thus, the aim of this paper was to describe the results of an intervention protocol involving anodal tDCS over the primary motor cortex combined with treadmill training in a child with cerebral palsy and congenital hydrocephalus with consequent diparesis and postural control deficit.

Case report

This case involved a female child aged five years (height 106cm; body mass 16.5kg) with a diagnosis of cerebral palsy and congenital hydrocephalus with subsequent spastic diparesis, classified on level I of the Gross Motor Function Classification System.\(^18\) The child was born by cesarean birth due to the prenatal diagnosis of congenital hydrocephalus. Following birth, hydrocephalus was treated using third endoscopic ventriculostomy.

The child had significant developmental delays. She began to control her head at six months of age, control the trunk and sitting posture at ten months, walk with support at 18 months and walk without support at 24 months. During the study period, the child walked independently with a discreet diparetic gait pattern and had difficulty walking in community settings. The main complaint of the parents was frequent falls, which interfered with the child’s independence.

At the initial evaluation, the child exhibited grade 1 spasticity according to the Modified Ashworth Scale,\(^19\) full passive range of motion, grade three muscle strength in the flexors and grade four in the extensors of the lower limbs. After discussion with the medical staff, an evaluation of brain magnetic resonance imaging and electroencephalography, exclusion criteria for conducting the experimental intervention (tDCS combined with treadmill training) were discarded.

The intervention was comprised of ten 20-minute sessions of treadmill training without incline of the treadmill. Training speed was determined in each session and considered ideal when the child was able to walk comfortably with no signs and symptoms of fatigue and perform proper footing during the stance phase of gait. Stimulation involved a transcranial stimulation device (Soterix Medical Inc., USA) with two sponge (non-metals) electrodes (5 x 5 cm) moistened with saline solution. The anodal electrode was positioned over the primary motor cortex of the non-dominant hemisphere following the 10-20 International Electroencephalogram System\(^20\) and the cathode was positioned in the supra-orbital region on the contralateral side.

The child was evaluated one week before and one week after the intervention. Stabilometric analysis was performed for the evaluation of static balance. For such, a force plate (Kistler model 9286BA) was used, which allows the record of oscillations of the center of pressure (COP). The acquisition frequency was 50 Hz, captured by four piezoelectric sensors positioned at the extremities of the force plate, which measured 40 x 60 cm. The data were recorded and interpreted using the SWAY software program (BTS Engineering), integrated and syn-
The child was instructed to remain in a standing position on the force plate, barefoot, arms alongside the body, with an unrestricted foot base, heels aligned and gazed fixed on a point marked at a distance of one meter at the height of the glabellum. Thirty-second readings were taken under two conditions: eyes open and eyes closed. Displacement of the COP was measured in the anteroposterior (x axis) and mediolateral (Y axis) directions under each visual condition.\(^{(17)}\)

The child appeared for all intervention sessions and demonstrated excellent tolerance to the procedures. No adverse effects were reported or observed by the researchers or family. In all sessions, the child reported a tingling sensation from the current in the region below the anode electrode. The child needed no rest periods during the gait training.

Table 1 shows the results of the evaluations before and after the intervention. A reduction in the oscillations of the COP was found under both conditions (eyes opened and eyes closed).

Table 1. Results before and after transcranial direct current stimulation in combination with treadmill training in a child with hydrocephalus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Center of pressure oscillations</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anteroposterior with eyes open (mm)</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>-26.0 (68.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediolateral with eyes open (mm)</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>-50.7 (66.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anteroposterior with eyes closed (mm)</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>-28.3 (51.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediolateral with eyes closed (mm)</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>-26.7 (41.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Studies involving the combined use of tDCS and gait training in children with cerebral palsy have been published in the last year and report the positive effects of this combination, especially with regard to spatiotemporal gait variables and a reduction in the oscillations of the COP.\(^{(14, 17)}\) The experimental intervention in the present case report was based on these studies and involved the same protocol. Thus, the authors expected to find promising results. A previous study found that a single session of anodal tDCS in combination with gait and balance training resulted in an improvement in body control and gait velocity.\(^{(21, 22)}\) In a study involving patients with hemiparesis stemming from a stroke, three sessions of anodal stimulation were performed over the affected motor cortex combined with a specific motor training for the paretic ankle, resulting in an improve-

**DISCUSSION**

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether ten sessions of anodal tDCS over primary motor cortex combined with gait training could potentiate the effects of treadmill training on static balance in a child with cerebral palsy stemming from hydrocephalus. The findings revealed a promising improvement in balance, as demonstrated by the reduction in the oscillations of the COP with and without visual restriction.

**Table 1.** Oscillations of the center of pressure with eyes open before and after anodic transcranial direct current stimulation and treadmill training.
ment in dorsiflexion and plantar flexion movements.\(^{(23)}\)

The present findings are in agreement with the study cited, as ankle movements constitute a major mechanism in balance and postural control.

The main reason for reporting this case regards the cause of motor impairment, as brain damage was likely secondary to congenital hydrocephalus. The pathophysiology of hydrocephalus may involve compressive brain lesions, with a more global impairment of brain structures. As the brain damage had a non-specific location, it is not possible affirm that the child had a lesion specifically in the primary motor cortex.

The definition of the area to be stimulated was based on clinical symptoms. In general, spastic diparesis is caused by lesions in the pyramidal system. Thus, the decision was made to perform anodal tDCS over the primary motor cortex, which is an important region that can facilitate the reorganization of the brain. Previous studies report that anodal stimulation of this area can enhance functional outcomes and motor learning due to the potentiation of neuroplastic changes.\(^{(24)}\)

An important fact regarding tDCS is the prolonged effect of gait training. In clinical practice, the effects of physical therapy are minimized or completely lost following long periods without therapy. Kashi et al.\(^{(25)}\) evaluated 30 healthy volunteers who received five 15-minute sessions of anodal stimulation (2 mA, active and placebo) over the prefrontal cortex during locomotion training. The active group showed improved postural control and increased gait velocity in comparison to the placebo group, demonstrating that anodal tDCS is capable of causing changes in cortex excitability, thereby favoring motor control.

The more important limitation this study is a description the a single case. Conclusions regarding the efficacy of combined treatment are limited due to the case report design. In this case, the tDCS protocol combined with treadmill training demonstrated promising effect in this child with diparesis and hydrocephalus. Spontaneous improvement is possible in this case report, but the magnitude of the changes in static balance suggest that the combination of treadmill training and anodic tDCS made an important contribution.

**CONCLUSION**

In the present case, an improvement was found in static balance after ten sessions of stimulation, with a reduction in the oscillations of the center of pressure in the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions, suggesting that anodal tDCS over primary motor cortex can potentiate the results of treadmill training.
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